Supplementary Figure 1 Antibody responses and cytokines induced by Meningococcal
vaccines. (a) ELISPOT captured day 7 IgG antibody-secreting cells (ASCs) in a subset of
vaccinees. Plates were coated with goat anti human IgG antibody, MCV4, DT or MPSV4 and
detected with anti human IgG biotin and streptavidin HRP. (b) Two representative subjects are
shown. On the left, 1X corresponds to 0.17 million PBMCs. DT = Diphtheria Toxoid. (c)
Production of IgG is a robust indicator of antibody response. Day 30 IgG correlates well with
data from day 180 and 2 years. Data are shown for both vaccines. The day 30/0 IgG data
(serogroups A plus C) were thus used for the later analysis of antibody correlation.

Supplementary Figure 2 The XBP-1 network is up-regulated in the MCV4 transcriptomic
response. Targets of XBP-1 include genes associated with antibody-secreting cell differentiation
(tan shading) and the unfolded protein response (purple shading). MCV4 DEGs are colored in
red. Enrichment was assessed by Fisher's exact test (p = 5 x 10-14).

Supplementary Figure 3 Cytokines and chemokines measured by Luminex assay for
meningococcal vaccines. Left: Day 3 and 7 levels (log2, pg/ml) compared to day 0. Each row
represents a cytokine and each column represents a vaccinee. Right: Serum protein levels (log2,
pg/ml) that are significantly different after vaccination. * p < 0.05, paired t-test.

Supplementary Figure 4 Integration of DEGs with Interactome and Bibliome data. (a)
Illustration of the network integration method. DEGs from a vaccine study are connected by their
links in the Interactome or Bibliome. Additional “linker” genes are then included based on their
significant association to the DEGs (see Method for details). (b) Numbers of upregulated DEGs
in common to 1 to 5 vaccine datasets. (c) Numbers of genes in the integrated network, and
numbers of genes in common to 1 to 5 vaccine datasets. (d) The genes in common between
MCV4 network and TIV network are highly expressed in plasma cells. As all genes are ranked
by their expression level in sorted plasma cells (the color bar, according to data in Abbas et al
2009, PLoS ONE, 4:e6098), the ranks of MCV4/TIV common genes are indicated by the
horizontal bars. (e) A subnetwork that is common between YF-17D and LAIV, enriched for TCR
signaling pathway and interferon response genes. Genes in dark gray: DEGs as in (b), light gray:
“linker” genes that have p < 0.05 in YF-17D transcriptomic data. (f) Genes enriched in the
“immune systems development” GO category from Figure 3c.

Supplementary Figure 5 Molecular pathways induced by different vaccines. Selected pathways
from NCI-Nature Pathway Interaction Database whose expression were significantly (p < 0.01)
changing at (a) day 3 or (b) day 7 compared to pre-vaccination data (day 0). Genes are ranked by
t-score and the significance of pathways is tested by GSEA (see online method for details).

Supplementary Figure 6 Pathways associated with antibody response. Selected pathways from
NCI-Nature Pathway Interaction Database whose expression at (a) day 3 or (b) day 7 postvaccination was significantly (p < 0.01) correlated to antibody response. Genes are ranked
according to Pearson correlation to antibody response, and the significance of pathways is tested
by GSEA (see Method for details). Influenza LAIV is excluded here because this vaccine does
not induce serum/plasma antibody responses. MCV4 has two sets of antibody correlation data:
one against meningococcal polysaccharide (MCV4-PS) and another against diphtheria toxoid
(MCV4-DT).

Supplementary Figure 7 Examples of protein complexes detected during BTM construction. (a)
Ribosome complex extracted from the master network. (b) Nuclear pore complex and (c)
Splicesome complexes extracted from BTM modules. Each edge in the pictures represents a
coexpression relationship detected in at least 3 publicly available microarray blood studies.

Supplementary Figure 8 Examples of BTM modules. (a) “T cell differentiation via ITK and
PKC” BTM module which contains genes whose functions are supported by literature. This set
of genes, however was not found in pathway databases. (b) “Chromosome Y linked” BTM
module contains many genes transcribed in Y chromosome.

Supplementary Figure 9 Discriminative power of BTM modules compared to canonical
pathways. Discriminative power is shown as t-scores in two-class comparison. The horizontal
gray lines show the threshold of confidence level of α = 0.001. By this cutoff, the numbers of
significant modules/pathways can be looked up on the X-axis (top two numbers inserted by
curves). YF-17D data were from Querec et al 2009, Nature Immunology 10:116; MCV4 this
study; Turberculosis from Berry et al 2010, Nature 466: 973; RTS,S from Vahey et al 2010 J
Infect Dis 201:580. All testing data sets were never part of the BTM construction process.
KEGG, BioCarta and NCI_PID are respective pathway databases. Chaussabel modules were
version 2 based on Chaussabel et al 2008 Immunity 29:150. “Random” modules contain
randomly selected genes, matched to the sizes of KEGG pathways.

Supplementary Figure 10 Day 7 activity of Plasma cells/Immunoglobulin module (M156.1,
Figure 4d) in blood transcriptome is correlated to day 30 antibody response in TIV. The TIV
2007 (n=9) and 2008 (n=24) data sets were described in Nakaya et al 2011, Nature Immunology
12:786.

Supplementary Figure 11 Hierarchical clustering of antibody correlations of BTM modules.
Heat map of BTMs (rows) and vaccines (columns) whose baseline-normalized expression at day
3 correlated with baseline-normalized antibody response after vaccination (colors in map
indicate Pearson correlation values). Clustering was performed (a) using all 346 BTM modules
and (b) using the top 50% modules with highest variance across these 6 datasets.

Supplementary Figure 12 Distinctive early transcription programs correlated to vaccine
antibody response. (a) Clustering analysis from Supplementary Figure 10b, marked by the three
programs: Primary viral response (b), Polysaccharide response (c) and Protein recall response
(d). From each data set in (a), the top 20 modules with highest positive correlations and the top
20 modules with highest negative correlations were selected. Among these selected modules, the
modules concordant between two datasets (Pearson correlation coefficient above 0.3 or below 0.3 in both datasets) are shown in (b, c, d) and the rest are shown in (e, f, g).

Supplementary Figure 13 Dendritic cell related BTM modules and genes. A filled unit in the
center grid indicates the membership of the gene (top axis) in the corresponding module (left
axis). The heat map on the right shows the Pearson correlation between module activity and
antibody response in each study. The bottom heat map shows correlation between module
member genes and antibody response.

Supplementary Figure 14 The DC surface signature module is positively correlated to
polysaccharide response. (a) Network of “DC surface” module member genes. (b) Correlation
between D3/0 module activity and D30/0 anti-polysaccharide IgG response in MCV4 and
MPSV4.

Supplementary Figure 15 Polysaccharide vaccine stimulates dendritic cells. MPSV4 stimulates
the phenotypic maturation of human myeloid DC, while MCV4 to a much lesser extent. FACS
data were obtained after 24 h (n = 4–6).

Supplementary Figure 16 MPSV4 stimulation of DC is dependent on Myd88, Trif, Tlr4 and Asc
in vitro. Expanded version of Figure 6 showing genes that were required for DC in vitro
stimulation with MPSV4. CD11c+ DCs were isolated by MACS from spleens of C57BL/6 mice
(WT) or various knock-out mice and stimulated for 24 h; *p<0.05, ***p<0.0001, unpaired t-test
was used to compare WT vs. KO (n = 4–6).

Supplementary Figure 17 Antigen‐specific serum antibody and SBA titers induced by MCV4
and MPSV4 in mice in vivo. C57BL/6 mice were immunized sub–cutaneously with one human
dose (a-c, n=4-9) or two doses (d, n=5) of MPSV4 (blue) or MCV4 (red) or left untreated. (a)
Mice were bled after 7, 14, and 28 days and serum IgM, IgG and IgA levels against
meningococcal serogroup C were measured. (b) Serum IgG against serogroups A, Y and W-135
were measured at day 28 and (c) Serum Bactericidal Activity (SBA) titers against serogroups A
and/or C were measured after 28 days. (d) Mice were boosted with a 2nd dose at day 30. Each
gray line represents an individual animal. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, Mann-Whitney test.

Supplementary Figure 18 Cell type expression patterns in BTM–antibody analysis. BTM
activities of cell surface signatures (see details in Suppl. Text), and their correlation to antibody
response. X-axis shows module activity at D3/0 or D7/0, Y-axis the D30/0 antibody response.

Supplementary Figure 19 BTM modules whose activity on day 7 is correlated to later antibody
response in 2 or more datasets. Each segment on the circle corresponds to one vaccine dataset. In
each segment, the inner circular bands show an ordered list of all BTM modules, layered by
histograms of significantly correlated modules, red for positive correlation and blue for negative
correlation. Each link inside the circles connects a significant module (top 50 in one dataset by pvalue) that is common between different data sets. Modules common to three vaccines are linked
in black, and their labels are marked by a black dot. Plasma and immunoglobulin modules are
linked in green. An interactive version of this figure is available at online data portal (Interactive
Figure 3).

Supplementary Figure 20 B cell related BTM modules and genes. A filled unit in the center
grid indicates the membership of the gene (top axis) in the corresponding module (left axis). The
heat map on the right shows the Pearson correlation between module activity and antibody
response in each study. The bottom heat map shows correlation between module member genes
and antibody response.

Supplementary Note

Construction of Blood Transcription Modules
Introduction
Blood transcriptomes have always been a focus of systems biology and personalized medicine (Golub
et al., 1999; Auffray et al., 2009). As such data emerge in human immunology (Chaussabel et al., 2010;
Pulendran et al., 2010), their analysis starts to reveal several limitations of canonical pathways: a)
pathways are not specific to the context of human blood tissue; b) lower sensitivity due to that not all
genes in a pathway are regulated at transcriptional level or synchronized; c) biased toward oncology,
limited coverage of immunology; d) immune response in healthy people differs from pathological
observations; e) intercellular communication often plays a key role in immunological activities.
There is thus a strong motivation to learn immune response from existing data, and build new tools for
analyzing blood transcriptomes. Chaussabel et al (2008) employed a K-means based clustering
approach to find coexpressed gene modules, based on a collection of in-house data cross multiple
diseases at Baylor Institute for Immunology Research. These modules form the basis of statistical
testing between patient groups, and the significant modules project the biological meaning of the data.
This approach has been applied to various datasets including systemic lupus erythematosus and
turberculosis (Chaussabel et al., 2008; Berry et al., 2010; Quartier et al., 2011; Tattermusch et al.,
2012).
Regulation of gene expression is condition dependent. A gene module is expected not to be present
under all conditions, but to be under a subset of the conditions. This is the conceptual basis of a class of
biclustering methods, in which Chaussabel's method was a special instance. Many biclustering methods
have been applied to gene expression data (Cheng and Church, 2000; Ben-Dor et al., 2002; Tanay et al.,
2004; Ihmels et al., 2004; Prelic et al., 2006). Most of these biclustering methods work on the
variations in a 2-dimensional matrix (gene by samples), thus the quality of this input matrix is critical
to the resulted modules. Tanay et al (2002, 2004) converted the expression data into a network
structure, and looked for dense subnetworks as modules. The advantage of the network approach was
not apparent in benchmark studies (Prelic et al., 2006), but it is far more scalable because it is
impractical to standardize heterogeneous studies in the same input expression matrix.
Segal et al (2003, 2005a) took a probabilistic graph approach in finding transcriptional modules. A set
of candidate regulators were predefined, and the likelihood of gene regulation is assessed by posterior
bayesian method. It should be noted that this was not the module approach in their work on “cancer
module map” (Segal et al., 2004, 2005b). The latter was a clustering approach using priorly curated
gene sets. In fact, most above studies on biclustering and transcriptional modules were using the yeast
model organism. Multicellular organism data, especially human clinical data, pose a different
complexity to computational inference.
In the context of human blood transcriptomes, multiple cell types are involved. A concerted immune
response commands active intercellular communications and a kinetic that lasts from hours to days and
weeks. Therefore, our blood transcription modules are not limited to a set of direct transcriptional
targets, but coexpressed genes as a result of a particular biological activity (Figure B1). The method has
to be scalable to fully leverage the large amount of public data. We thus formulate the problem as
reconstructing a high-quality gene network and finding topological modules from the network.

Overview of approach
The construction of blood transcription modules is illustrated in Figure 3 in the main text.
1. First, we reconstruct a high-quality coexpression network from a large compendium of human
blood transcriptomes. The integration across studies is as easy as combining network edges
from each individual study.
2. From the master network, we generate 77 subnetwork that are specific to biological contexts
(using gene ontology, cell type specific gene expression, interactome and bibliome).
3. Next, modules are extracted from the coexpression networks as genes with significantly dense
connections. This is intuitive because more connections in a coexpression network means a
higher chance of coexpression. Data from pathway databases and transcription factor targets are
integrated in this step.
4. Post-processing removes redundant modules, filters for larger modules of denser connections
and adjusts for gene over-representation. The final modules are evaluated and annotated.
Compendium of human blood transcriptomes
We retrieved from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) all human blood transcriptomes. The search
was constructed as:
(((human[Organism]) AND "rna"[Sample Type]) AND
blood[MeSH Terms]) AND "Homo
sapiens"[porgn:__txid9606]

This yielded 1282 datasets from GEO (November
14, 2011). They were filtered for major microarray
platfroms by Affymetrix and Illumina, and only
datasets of ten or more samples were retained.
Some samples were present in multiple datasets
(due to multiple publications, reanalysis, etc.), and
datasets containing significantly redundant samples
were removed. All our vaccine datasets, plus a few
public test datasets, were set aside, not used in
module construction. This resulted in 540 data
series and 32766 samples. A few very large cohorts
were split into multiple data series in GEO. Each of
these data series was still very large (e.g. > 500
samples) and treated as an independent study.
We used “Series Matrix Files” from GEO as our
input data, as our approach does not attempt to
normalize data cross studies and the normalization
by the original authors should suffice. Any further
irregularity in the data will be ruled out in a later
step, where 30,000 permutations were performed on
each dataset. In a large collection of public data, it

Figure B1: Concept of blood transcription
modules. Each circle represents a gene. The
genes in the green box respond to the green
stimulus, while the genes in red box respond
to the red stimulus. The module construction
is to recover the green and red boxes. Because
an immune response usually involves multiple
cell types and lasts many cell cycles, a module
does not have to be the targets of the same
transcription factor, nor do they have to be a
direct response.

is inevitable to find misannotations and varying data quality. Therefore, on top of significance based on
permutations in a single study, an edge in our reconstructed gene network required significance in at
least three studies.
Reverse engineering of high quality gene network
Multiple probesets were often present for the same gene, the data were thus collapsed into gene level
by using the probeset of the highest expression values in each study. Within a study, coefficient of
variation for each gene was calculated and only genes with variation above the mean value were kept
for the next step, in order to reduce the computational burden. We took a well established methodology
of mutual information in reverse engineering a high quality gene network from this blood transcriptome
compendium.
Mutual information is derived from Claude
Shannon's Information theory. The statistical
dependency between two variables can be
identified from their probabilistic distributions,
even when linear correlations fail to capture
that (Figure B2). Mutual information has been
long applied to the reconstruction of gene
network (Basso et al., 2005; Margolin et al.,
2006; Lefebvre et al., 2010, 2012). In this
study, we used an algorithm by Kraskov et al
(2004), implemented by Sales and Romualdi
(2011) in a parallel computing package of R.
Within each study in the blood transcriptome
compendium, mutual information (MI) of each
gene pair was computed, and the significance
of MI value is estimated over 30,000
permutations. If a gene pair yields p-value <
0.001, an edge between these two genes is
reported. After significant edges were collected
for all studies, the edges that appeared in three
or more studies are selected to build the master
reference network. This master network
consists of 17,397 genes and 604,363 edges.

Figure B2. Mutual information.
A) Relationship between X and Y is clear and can be
captured by mutual information. But Pearson
correlation between X and Y is zero. B)
Mathematical definition of mutual information when
X and Y are continuous variables, computed on their
joint and separate distributions.

The quality of this master network can be
assessed by comparison to known protein
complexes, which tend to have concerted
expression of their subunit genes. From the 920
protein complexes reported in the CORUM
database (Ruepp et al., 2010), 282 are found in our master network with at least one edge. This number
is very encouraging, considering that our master network is specific to human blood tissue while the
CORUM protein complexes are for all mammalian tissues. Many protein complexes are found in the
master network with dense connections, e.g. 2,418 edges between the 79 ribosome genes (Suppl Fig
6.). Interacting proteins are more context dependent and less likely to coexpress, yet we found 1,047
protein interacting pairs in our master network, out of the total 39,174 interacting pairs reported in
HPRD database (Keshava et al., 2009).

Due to their excessive connections, ribosomal genes were removed from the master network in
subsequent steps. We next generated 77 context-specific subnetworks from the master network, using
gene ontology, cell type specificity, interactome and bibliome as biological contexts. Each context is
defined by a list of genes, and a subnetwork is built from these genes with respective edges from the
master reference network.
The nature of mutual information is statistical dependency between two vectors, which may appear as a
positive correlation or a negative correlation. We compared MI with Pearson correlation, and the
number of negative correlation among all network edges was estimated to be under 0.1%. The nature of
this type of coexpression analysis strongly favors positive correlations, because the transcriptional
repression of a gene is hard to observe amongst the default state of most genes being off. An early
coexpression network study using Pearson correlation (Lee et al., 2004) reported that 88.8% confirmed
links were positively correlated (when confirmed in 3+ studies). Our result here has a yet higher
percentage, possibly due to the use of a single type of tissue and more stringent procedures.
Given the rarity of negative correlations, we did not attempt to remove them from the networks. When
an activity score is averaged over all member genes of a module, the presence of rare negatively
correlated member will not significantly affect the module performance. On the other hand, it can be
informative to the investigators if a negatively correlated member is kept in the module, should further
research is desired. A clear example is module M240 of chromosome Y linked genes (Suppl Fig 7),
where “opposing” members, including XIST, TSIX and KAL1, are present. We believe more exciting
biology like this can be discovered from our results.
Gene ontology categories as specific contexts
The following gene ontology categories were used:
GO:0002682 : regulation of immune system process [1267 gene products]
GO:0032879 : regulation of localization [1712 gene products]
GO:0040012 : regulation of locomotion [582 gene products]
GO:0050776 : regulation of immune response [876 gene products]
GO:0001775 : cell activation [1053 gene products]
GO:0007155 : cell adhesion [1545 gene products]
GO:0007267 : cell-cell signaling [1401 gene products]
GO:0007166 : cell surface receptor signaling pathway [3394 gene products]
GO:0009966 : regulation of signal transduction [2590 gene products]
GO:0002764 : immune response-regulating signaling pathway [332 gene products]
GO:0030522 : intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway [261 gene products]
GO:0007049 : cell cycle [1856 gene products]
GO:0022402 : cell cycle process [1297 gene products]
GO:0008219 : cell death [2367 gene products]
GO:0051301 : cell division [544 gene products]
GO:0016049 : cell growth [504 gene products]
GO:0034330 : cell junction organization [276 gene products]
GO:0008037 : cell recognition [102 gene products]
GO:0006928 : cellular component movement [1706 gene products]
GO:0048468 : cell development [2157 gene products]
GO:0030154 : cell differentiation [3897 gene products]
GO:0045165 : cell fate commitment [349 gene products]
GO:0001709 : cell fate determination [64 gene products]
GO:0001708 : cell fate specification [123 gene products]
GO:0048469 : cell maturation [164 gene products]
GO:0019725 : cellular homeostasis [1054 gene products]
GO:0051641 : cellular localization [3022 gene products]

GO:0016044 : cellular membrane organization [530 gene products]
GO:0055085 : transmembrane transport [1114 gene products]
GO:0002253 : activation of immune response [517 gene products]
GO:0019882 : antigen processing and presentation [551 gene products]
GO:0002252 : immune effector process [675 gene products]
GO:0006955 : immune response [1873 gene products]
GO:0002520 : immune system development [836 gene products]
GO:0045321 : leukocyte activation [816 gene products]
GO:0001776 : leukocyte homeostasis [86 gene products]
GO:0050900 : leukocyte migration [274 gene products]
GO:0016032 : viral reproduction [542 gene products]
GO:0045202 : synapse [874 gene products]
GO:0030054 : cell junction [1090 gene products]
GO:0031012 : extracellular matrix [744 gene products]
GO:0044421 : extracellular region part [1579 gene products]
GO:0005789 : endoplasmic reticulum membrane [960 gene products]
GO:0010008 : endosome membrane [387 gene products]
GO:0000139 : Golgi membrane [707 gene products]
GO:0005774 : vacuolar membrane [247 gene products]
GO:0012506 : vesicle membrane [493 gene products]
GO:0097060 : synaptic membrane [340 gene products]

Genes under each GO category were retrieved via GOOSE interface (
http://www.berkeleybop.org/goose/ ) using SQL, e.g.
SELECT
term.acc AS superterm_acc,
gene_product.symbol AS gp_symbol,
species.ncbi_taxa_id
FROM term
INNER JOIN graph_path ON (term.id=graph_path.term1_id)
INNER JOIN association ON (graph_path.term2_id=association.term_id)
INNER JOIN gene_product ON (association.gene_product_id=gene_product.id)
INNER JOIN species ON (gene_product.species_id=species.id)
INNER JOIN dbxref ON (gene_product.dbxref_id=dbxref.id)
WHERE
term.acc = 'GO:0002682'
AND
species.genus = 'Homo';

Cell type specific gene expression
We define cell type specific gene expression based on the IRIS dataset (Abbas et al., 2005, 2009),
which profiled major immune cell types on Affymetrix chips.
A gene is deemed to be specific to a cell type if its expression values in this cell type are 4 fold higher
than the mean expression value in all other cell types, and with p-value < 0.001 in a rank sum test. This
selection method does not guarantee a gene is exclusive to a cell type, but the gene is discriminative
and informative when applied to whole blood transcriptome data. The cell types used here include B
cells, naïve B cells, memory B cells, plasma cells, T cells, Th1 stimulated CD4+ T cells, Th2 stimulated
CD4+ T cells, monocytes, neutrophils, resting dendritic cells, activated dendritic cells and NK cells.
Immunology has a long history of using cell surface markers, and cell surface genes remodel quickly in
biological events, e.g. cell differentiation or migration. We therefore defined a set of cell type specific
genes in parallel, solely using cell surface genes. Examples of these cell type specific surface genes are
shown in Figure B3, and the member genes are shown in Table B1.

Figure B3: Cell type specific surface genes. NK: natural killer cells.
Mo: monocyte. DC: dendritic cells.
Interactome and Bibliome
The interactome data used in this study was retrieved from Pathway Commons (Oct. 26, 2011, Cerami
et al., 2011), including data from several databases: HPRD (Keshava et al., 2009), BioGRID
(Breitkreutz et al., 2008), IntAct (Aranda et al., 2010), MINT (Ceol et al., 2010), Reactome (Matthews
et al., 2009), NCI/Nature PID (Schaefer et al., 2009) and HumanCyc (Romero et al., 2005). The data
were represented by a network of 10,426 genes and 141,227 edges. This is a loose definition of
interactome, where the bulk of these data are protein-protein interactions.
The bibliome network was built using gene keywords in Pubmed entries (retrieved Aug. 26, 2010),
where concurrence of two genes in the same paper will constitute an edge between two genes. Papers
with 10 or more keyword genes were excluded, as they are likely to be based on high throughput
assays. From 93,436 papers, a network of 16,416 genes and 137,710 edges was constructed.
Different from GO categories and cell type gene expression, interactome and bibliome have their own
network edges. The intersection with the master network is rather to define the context of blood
transcriptome for interactome and bibliome. The intersection was done on network edges instead of
genes for both cases. This produced an interactome subnetwork of 3,949 edges and a bibliome
subnetwork of 4,837 edges.
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SIRPG, CLEC2D, MAL, NDFIP2, CD3E, CD28, CD320, ITM2A, SLC38A1, SLC37A3, PTPRCAP, FLT3LG,
LRRN3, CD6, ICOS, TMEM106C, ANKH, CXCR6, LAG3, GIMAP2, GPR171, C6orf129, NPDC1, SIT1,
C12orf23, CD3G, CD2
KIR2DS4, KIR2DS5, KIR2DS2, KIR2DS3, KIR2DS1, ADRB2, KIR2DL3, KIR2DL1, HAVCR2, TMEM64,
KLRF1, PTGER2, PTGDR, IL2RB, NCR1, KLRK1, KIT, S1PR5, IL18RAP, SLCO4C1, GPR82, ATP9A,
SLC7A5, ELOVL6, PDGFRB, SYNGR3, GPR114, KIR2DL2, KIR2DL5A, DLL1, SLAMF7, IL12RB2,
KIR3DL3, TIE1, CX3CR1, ATP8B4, IL18R1, PVRIG, TNFSF11, TNFSF14, TGFBR3, NCAM1, CD97,
KLRC3, RARRES3, KIR3DL1, ENPP5, FASLG
SSPN, HRH4, MOGAT2, TACR3, TMEM156, HLA-DMA, PTH2R, NRXN3, TMEM47, LHCGR, BTC,
UGT2A3, CSMD1, NLGN1, CELSR1, CXADR, HLA-DPA1, EDNRB, FCGR2B, CD37, FLRT2, NPY1R,
CD200, PLD4, CD79B, CD79A, SLC6A16, SLC6A15, OR2J2, TRHDE, CD22, ABCB4, CD24, ADAM7,
GPR6, CCR6, LPPR4, ITM2C, OR11A1, GJC1, P2RX5, PCDH9, GRM5, CD19, SLC17A6, NLGN4Y,
SLC24A1, SCN1A, TMEM100, LRRTM4, PCDH10, GPR98, ITGB6, PPP1R3A, FREM2, PDZK1IP1, NT5E,
PDPN, GPR85, GPR87, IMPG2, CD180, ADAM28, KCNE4, SLC44A5, USH2A, MS4A1, LY9, ROBO2,
NOX4, SLC26A7, CNR1, SGCE, PTPRR, SEMA4B, OR12D3, SLITRK6, GPR116, OR2W1, IL5RA, HLADOB, SLC30A10, HLA-DRA, CXCR5, PCDH20, TAS2R13, GHR, CDH5, TPTE, ASTN1, TRPC1, TRPC7,
C11orf87, HHLA2, CADM2, SLC5A7, LPHN3, LPHN2, FCRL1, FCRL2, CHRM2, HTR1E, GPR37, IL28RA,
F2RL3, IL13RA2, OR1E1, HLA-DOA, PCDHA3, KCNMB3, FCRL3, FCRL5, TMEFF2, EPHA3, TLR10,
PTPRK, GYPA, GYPE, CHL1, GABBR1, MC3R, DCC, PLP1, CLCA4, PCDHB10, PCDHB16, PCDHB15,
PCDHB14, FAIM3, ABCA8, FAM26F, TSPAN13, HEPACAM2, EGF, POPDC3, SLC12A1, CLDN8, NCAM2,
JAM2, SCN3A, CD72, GABRA5, BTLA, TAAR2, KCND2, BAI3, AVPR1A, GP5, HLA-DPB1, TM4SF20,
NMBR, PCDHB8, PCDHB4, TMEM133, CR2, AGTR1, CCR9, CHRNB4, GABRB1, CNTNAP3, CSPG4,
SYT2, SLC13A1, LRRC19, CD52, LRP1B, JAM3, HEPH, SELE
KCNH1, KCNG2, DRD4, SLC16A14, CCR10, TEK, CLPTM1L, PPAP2C, TMEM37, SLC44A1, KCNN3,
SDC1, GP1BB, SCARB2, SLC5A4, CHRM1, CAV1, TRAM2, GPR25, HM13, AMIGO3, ICAM2, KRTCAP2,
TXNDC15
LILRB3, LILRB2, LILRB1, ITGAM, TMEM154, SPNS1, C10orf54, MCTP1, ASGR1, ASGR2, LRRC33,
FCGR2A, CD33, CD36, APCDD1, FCAR, FXYD6, LPPR2, IL1R2, SLC16A3, CD302, FCER1A, CSF3R,
TMEM55A, FCGRT, P2RY2, FCGR1B, HLA-DRB4, MARCO, SLC46A2, S1PR3, IL6R, MS4A6A, GPR133,
LTBR, FPR1, FPR2, PTAFR, ANO10, TLR2, TLR1, TLR4, TLR5, PYCARD, PTGIR, KCNQ1, SIRPB1,
MBOAT7, P2RY13, GPR109B, C5AR1, PLXND1, TREM1, EMR1, EMR2, MGAM, VNN2, PECAM1,
P2RX1, CYBRD1, CLEC12B, CLEC12A, SLC7A7, AGTRAP, STEAP4, GLIPR1, SLC40A1, PTPRE, DYSF,
C19orf59, TNFSF12, TNFRSF10B, ABCA1, SLC24A4, CD93, GPER, VSTM1, MFSD1, TMEM71,
TNFRSF1B, CD4, CCR1, CCR2, LRP1, C1orf162, TMTC2, BRI3, NFAM1, KCNE3, AMICA1, CECR6,
CD163, SLC11A1, SIGLEC9
TMEM51, GRINA, PRRG4, SLC36A1, CALCRL, COLEC12, ALCAM, C19orf28, LAMP2, CSF2RB, HLADQB1, KMO, GPNMB, AGPAT3, TMEM158, TFRC, OLR1, ADAM9, CD151, IL1R1, ABHD12, TNFRSF11A,
FZD5, DENND1B, PPAP2B, CXCL16, CD1E, CD1B, CD1A, GPR137B, FAM70A, LHFPL2, GJB2, P2RY6,
SLC1A3, JAG1, TACSTD2, SRD5A3, FPR3, CCRL2, CRIM1, SLC7A8, SDC2, CD83, ADAM12, SLC38A6,
NRP1, NRP2, RAMP1, SLC41A2, PDCD1LG2, SLAMF8, CD274, ITPRIPL2, LRFN4, PTGFRN, ACE,
SUCNR1, EMP1, SLC6A6, TREM2, TM2D2, ABCA6, GPR157, ATP1B2, ATP1B1, PSEN2, DIRC2,
TM7SF4, SLCO2B1, CD9, CLDN23, HLA-DQA1, ABCC3, MSR1, SPINT2, TGFA, TSPAN33, CD58,
LRP11, SLC7A11, SIGLEC1

Table B1: cell type specific surface genes.

Module search algorithms
Modules in a network are usually defined by degree distributions, i.e., members in a module have more
connections (edges) to each other than to outsider nodes. Finding modules in a large network is a
computationally intensive task. It is impractical to sample all possible subnetworks, thus all algorithms
are heuristic in some way. Two algorithms were used for all networks in this study, the MCODE
algorithm for de novo search, and a novel algorithm for seeded search that incorporated further
condition specificity.
MCODE (Bader and Hogue, 2003) is a widely used algorithm, which was originally designed to find
protein complexes in protein-protein interaction networks. This algorithm starts by finding nodes
surrounded by the most dense connections, and grow the module outwards until the density drops to a
certain threshold. MCODE fits in our situation and is adequately fast. We thus used MCODE (as
Cytoscape plugin, default parameters) to do de novo search in our networks.

Figure B4: The seeded search algorithm. A) The fitness function consists of two parts, degree density
and condition density. An edge can be associated with multiple conditions (red is shown for
illustration). The condition density is analogous to degree density, counting the fraction of condition
numbers over the numbers of uniform conditions (all edges from the same conditions). In the next
search step, gene Y will be added to the module because that increases module fitness. B) Flowchart of
the seeded search algorithm. Thresholds are predefined for both degree density and condition density.
The module will grow (adding genes) if the density thresholds are satisfied, or shrink (removing genes)
otherwise. This iterates until maximum fitness is achieved.
A distinctive feature in our study is context specificity, which is explicit in the 77 subnetworks.
However, the master network also contains implicit specific contexts. That is, the master network is
based on 540 studies – a module may be present in 10 studies but not in others. This is similar to the
concept of biclustering, where a transcriptional program is active only under a subset of conditions. We
thus accommodate this scenario in a concept similar to degree density (Figure B4, A). A degree density
is the fraction of present edges over all possible edges, while our “condition density” is the fraction of
conditions (studies) over the ideal scenario of all edges appear under identical conditions. Our seeded
search algorithm uses this fitness function as the combination of degree density and condition density.
This seeded algorithm starts with predefined seeds, then examines their neighbors in the network. A
neighbor is added to the module if so increases the fitness function. The process iterates until no fitness
is gained (Figure B4, B). A seed gene may also be dropped out of module if that benefits the fitness.
When this search algorithm was applied to the 77 subnetworks, the “condition density” is set to
constant since they already carry specific biological contexts. The predefined seeds provide an
opportunity to integrate preexisting biological knowledge, i.e., a pathway (a set of genes) can be just
integrated as a seed. We used 1,670 seeds from pathway databases (KEGG, Biocarta, Reactome,

NCI/Nature PID) and collection of known transcription factor targets (from MSigDB, Subramanian et
al., 2005).
With both algorithms running over 78 networks, the search results have a lot of redundancy by design,
which are reconsolidated in the post-processing step.
Post-processing of gene modules
The post-processing consists of the following steps:
1. Remove redundant modules
2. Filter for gene numbers ≥ 10
3. Filter for degree density > 0.3
4. Filter out modules of over-represented genes
5. Group overlap modules
6. Annotation
The module search algorithms pulled out 5159 raw modules from 78 networks. Many modules were
discovered many times, as the search algorithms will converge from different seeds, and the networks
have redundancy. E.g. module M54 BCR signaling was discovered by the seeded algorithm in two
subnetworks, GO:0001775 (cell activation) and GO:0045321 (leukocyte activation). Module M61.1
(Figure B5) was discovered 3 times by both algorithms in the Bibliome subnetwork, 3 times by both
algorithms in the NK specific subnetwork, 4 times by the seeded algorithm in the NK specific surface
gene subnetwork:
denovo_bibliome_premodule_8
sub_bibliome_KEGG_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_AND_PRESENTATION
sub_bibliome_KEGG_NATURAL_KILLER_CELL_MEDIATED_CYTOTOXICITY
denovo_signature_NK_premodule_3
sub_signature_NK_KEGG_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_AND_PRESENTATION
sub_signature_NK_KEGG_NATURAL_KILLER_CELL_MEDIATED_CYTOTOXICITY
sub_surfaceome_NK_KEGG_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_AND_PRESENTATION
sub_surfaceome_NK_KEGG_NATURAL_KILLER_CELL_MEDIATED_CYTOTOXICITY
sub_surfaceome_Activated_NK_cells_KEGG_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_AND_PRESENTATION
sub_surfaceome_Activated_NK_cells_KEGG_NATURAL_KILLER_CELL_MEDIATED_CYTOTOXICITY

Thus, we first filtered out redundant modules. Two modules were deemed redundant if their member
genes have Jaccard index > 0.8. As small modules are susceptible to noises in transcriptomics data.
only modules of ten or more genes were kept. Additional filtering was on a degree density of 0.3, as
higher degree density increases the likelihood of coexpression of member genes. At this stage, the
result was 811 modules, still containing many similar modules. A complete linkage clustering was
performed on these modules, using Jaccard index > 0.5, yielding 586 clusters. One representative
module was chosen from each cluster (highest degree density by number of genes).
We note that some genes appear more frequently than others in these 586 pre-modules. It is expected as
some genes have more visible roles and the module membership is not exclusive. However in the
application of data analysis, such bias is not desired. A “normalization” procedure was performed to
remove modules of overly represented genes. A uniqueness function is defined per module M as:

where fi is the number of appearance of gene i in all modules. We iteratively remove the worst
performing module, each time with the F(M) recalculated, until all modules have F(M) > 0.5. That is,
in the worst case, a module has member genes that appear on average 4 times. The final result was 334
modules.
Each module inherits edges from the subnetwork where it was extracted. The post-processing only
filtered out modules, without changing module memberships.
BTM modules annotation
Modules with overlapping genes will come up together in data analysis. The final 334 modules were
therefore clustered into 250 groups (by over 50% overlap), and numbered according to the groups. For
example, modules M61.1 and M61.2 are separate modules. Their similarity in numbering reflects their
overlap in member genes. Each module contains a list of genes, and their connecting edges inherited
from the source network. We visualized all modules in Cytoscape (Smoot et al., 2011). An edge,
according to the source network, represents a context-specific coexpression relationship learned from
the human blood transcriptome compendium.

Figure B5. Module M61.1, 13 genes, NK cell signature (KIR cluster)
The biological meaning of many modules is self-evident. For the example in Figure B5, all genes are
clearly killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors. Many others become clear after gathering the
information from literature. We have assigned a title to about 80% of the modules. The module
annotations are supplied as HTML web pages. The detailed annotation contains origin of module
construction, enriched pathways, enriched transcription factor binding sites, most relevant PubMed
papers, Gene Ontology terms, cell type bias, and detailed description of member genes from NCBI and
iHOP (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2004) databases. The cell type bias was based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic over all genes in a cell type ranked by abundance.

By design, these BTM modules provide a fresh view of the knowledge landscape of biological events
in human blood. When compared to KEGG, NCI/Nature PID and BioCarta pathway databases, 25
modules were matched to a known pathway with Jaccard index above 0.2, while about 1/3 of the
modules are not matched to a pathway with more than one overlap genes.
Evaluation
Our master gene network before module extraction already showed excellent quality. The primary
concern in module evaluation is their sensitivity in application to analyzing immunological blood
transcriptome data. From a set of transcriptome data, we compute a single activity score per module. If
the module carries biological meaning under the respective study, its member genes will show
concerted expression and favor a good activity score. Otherwise, the genes will cancel out each other
and yield a low score. Thus, this approach has a built-in mechanism to evaluate both module quality
and sensitivity. We use the mean expression value of member genes as the activity score of a module.
More elaborate methods were evaluated (e.g. Chuang et al., 2007), but did not offer clear advantage in
our test data.
All test data were excluded from BTM construction process to ensure a fair evaluation. We use t-score
in a student t-test between two sample classes as a metric for module or pathway sensitivity (Lee et al.,
2008). As shown in Figure 4B and Suppl Figure 8, our BTM modules and Chaussabel modules in
general outperform all canonical pathways.
The superior sensitivity of BTM modules helps the antibody correlation analysis, where single gene
correlations are difficult to distinguish from random data, due to the large number of genes and small
cohorts in vaccine studies. When modules are used, the random data from permutations always display
a perfect normal distribution. How well the BTM data are separated from random background depends
on the size of cohort, the magnitude of transcriptomic response and the spread of antibody response. In
the examples like influenza TIV (24 people), the distribution of BTM correlation differs clearly from
the random data, while the canonical pathways offer limited resolution (Figure B6). The significance of
BTM correlation in MPSV4 antibody response (13 people, limited antibody range) was more limited,
but further confidence was gained in the comparison between vaccines.
Many BTM modules carry cell type specific information. To add a redundant control mechanism, we
append to BTMs a set of 12 cell specific surface modules. These are the gene sets selected by rank-sum
test as an input for context specific subnetwork, before going through the module search process. These
additional surface modules (IDs starting with letter “S”) function more like the conventional surface
markers.
Discussion
The construction of blood transcription modules shares the same motivation as Chaussabel et al.
(2008), while benefits from the approach of large-scale data integration. Our BTM modules provide a
sensitive and robust framework for vaccine antibody analysis, as presented in this study. We will
continue to explore other applications. For example, the plasma cell/immunoglobulin module (Figure
4D) successfully predicts four regulators of B cell response, TNFRSF17, POU2AF1, CD27 and MZB1,
all backed by substantial literature. This shows that BTM modules and the underlying gene network
have great potential of generating high-quality gene regulatory hypotheses.
The resolution of what can be learned from whole blood samples can be limiting. There are programs

that can only be learned in pure cell populations and they may never show up in whole blood analysis.
This also poses a challenge to the annotation of BTM modules. Furthermore, the BTM modules were
computationally learned from the data in an unbiased manner. It is no surprise that many modules go
beyond the text in current databases and literature. As typically for large-scale data integration
approaches, the project will continue to benefit from the newly emerging data.
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Application Tutorial of Blood Transcription Modules
In this tutorial, we demonstrate how Blood Transcription Modules (BTMs) can be used as an
alternative to pathways, with several pathway analysis methods. The Part I of this tutorial will describe
the use of BTMs as gene sets in enrichment analysis via the interface of GSEA program. The Part II
will describe how to convert gene expression to module activity, to do enrichment test on a gene list
and to do antibody correlation analysis via our supplied Python program. While Part I does not require
special computational skills, Part II is intended for more advanced bioinformatics users. This tutorial is
accompanied by a download package, which includes several files:
BTM_for_GSEA_20131008.gmt
monocytes_vs_bcells.txt
gene_ab_correlation.rnk
btm_tool.py
btm_example_data.py
MCV4_D3v0_probesets.txt

All data files are tab delimited, UNIX text files. Users can import them into spreadsheet programs for
editing. Human gene identifiers are official gene symbols in uppercase.

Part I. Enrichment test using BTMs in GSEA program
The GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis) software can be freely downloaded from Broad Institute
website (http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/). We will test for the enrichment of BTMs (as gene sets) in
2-class microarray data comparison (monocytes vs B cells), and using a pre-ranked method (antibody
correlation).

Figure T1. Using BTMs as locally supplied gene set to GSEA.

1. Launch GSEA interface, and click on “Load data”. “Browse for files” to load
monocytes_vs_bcells.txt and BTM_for_GSEA_20131008.gmt. The .txt file contains Affymetrix
microarray data of 6 samples, and the .gmt file is the BTM modules in GSEA format.
2. Click “Run Gsea”. To set the parameters in the “Run Gsea” interface, select “monocytes_vs_bcells”
as Expression dataset. For “Gene sets database”, click the button on the right to get the pop-up window
as in Figure T1. Under the “Gene matrix (local gmx/gmt)” tab, find and select
BTM_for_GSEA_20131008.gmt. This designates our BTM modules as the gene set for the analysis.
3. For “Phenotype labels”, get to the pop-up window and fill in sample/class labels as in Figure T2.

Figure T2. Phenotype labels.
4. Set “Permutation type” to “gene_set”, “Chip platforms” to “HG_U133_Plus_2.chip”. Because the
microarray data in monocytes_vs_bcells.txt are supplied as probeset signals, the program will
collapse the data to gene level.
5. You can define your own settings for the “Basic fields”, except that the “Min size: excludes smaller
sets” should be set to “10”. The minimal size of a BTM module is 10 genes. Figure T3 is the screen
shot of parameters ready to run.
6. Click “Run”. After it finishes, clicking the “Success” in the status field on the left will evoke the
result in your web browser (which goes through the “index.html” file in the result directory). This
completes a regular GSEA run, where the BTM modules were tested for their association to two sample
groups (Figure T4 shows an example output).

Figure T3. Screen shot of parameters, ready to run GSEA.
Figure T4. Example GSEA result.
The red-blue bar represents the
gene ranks by a designated
statistical method (Signal2Noise in
Figure T3). The vertical bars show
the positions of member genes from
our module M11.0. This module is
highly enriched for the monocyte
phenotype in the input microarray
data.

7. The GSEA program also has an option to substitute its gene ranking method by your own. E.g. you
can rank genes by paired t-test or Pearson correlation. The “GseaPreranked” method can be found
under the “Tools” menu, as in Figure T5.
Figure T5. Pre-ranked method in GSEA
to use the result from your own statistical
test.

8. Load a new data file, gene_ab_correlation.rnk, similarly to Step 1. This is a gene list prepared
separately, ranked by their Pearson correlation to antibody data.
9. In the “Run Gsea on a Pre-Ranked gene list” window, specify the parameters as in Figure T6. Now
the “Ranked List” is our supplied data, which is already at gene level, without the need to collapse
dataset.
10. Click “Run” to complete this analysis. This tested the enrichment of BTM modules based on the
strength of their member genes correlated with antibody data, an alternative to the module activity
method in Part II.

Figure T6. Screen shot of parameters, ready to run pre-ranked method in GSEA.

Part II. Using btm_tool program in Python command line
This part demonstrates the use of our supplied Python program, btm_tool.py, via command lines. This
requires Python 2.x and its Numpy/Scipy (ver 0.10+) libraries. Python 2.x is shipped with Mac and
Linux systems. Instruction of the library installation can be found at http://scipy.org/install.html.
Windows users may follow the instruction there to do a bundled installation.
1. Evoke Python in the same directory where the downloaded files were unpacked, which should
include btm_tool.py and others. In Python interpreter environment, do
>>> from btm_tool import *
This makes BTM data and a few functions available for your use.
2. The supplied file MCV4_D3v0_probesets.txt contains Affymetrix probeset level data from the
MCV4 study. To convert it to gene level data, do
>>> probeset_to_genetable('MCV4_D3v0_probesets.txt',
affy_probeset_dict, 'MCV4_D3v0_genes.txt')
The output file is MCV4_D3v0_genes.txt. This program supports only Affymetrix platforms. For other
platforms, you will need to prepare your own gene level data for the next step.
3. To convert gene level data to BTM module activity scores:
>>> genetable_to_activityscores('MCV4_D3v0_genes.txt',
'MCV4_D3v0_BTMactivity.txt')
The output file is MCV4_D3v0_BTMactivity.txt. The module activity scores are computed as the mean
value of member genes. You can use these activity scores to perform further statistical test of your
choice.
4. A common bioinformatics task is to test the over-representation in a list of genes. To do this with
BTM modules, we first need to get a gene list of interest.
>>> genelist = [x.split('\t')[0] for x in
open('gene_ab_correlation.rnk').readlines()[20: 220]]
This is a trick to pull 200 genes from the gene_ab_correlation.rnk file we used earlier. You may
want to get a more interesting genelist from your own data.
5. To do enrichment test on this gene list using BTMs:
>>> enrichment_test(genelist, 'my_enrichment_test.txt')
This performs Fisher Exact Test on this gene list and each BTM module. The output file,
my_enrichment_test.txt, contains enrichment p-values of each module in tab-delimited format. You
can import it into a spreadsheet program for further formatting and editing.
6. To do antibody correlation analysis using BTM framework:
>>> do_antibody_correlation('MCV4_D3v0_genes.txt',
mcv4_log2_antibody, 'my_correlation_test.txt')
This takes some time because the correlation significance is estimated by permutations of both sample
labels and gene memberships. The input data are gene level expression file MCV4_D3v0_genes.txt and
mcv4_log2_antibody, which is pre-loaded example antibody concentration. Of course, the antibody

data, in matched sample order, will have to be supplied by users in a real analysis. The output file,
my_correlation_test.txt, contains the p-values of each module in tab-delimited format. You can
import it into a spreadsheet program for further formatting and editing. If the plot library matplotlib is
installed, a probability distribution figure will also be produced by this function.
This btm_tool program is provided as demonstration code. Users should feel free to modify and
incorporate it into their own analysis.

